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Jump Start: Korean Drama Gets a Kick in the
Pants

Jackie Chan meets Charlie Chaplin

It’s never easy to charm your in-laws, but imagine having to woo and subdue them
with kung fu dance moves. This is the fate that befalls one man in Jump, the comic
martial arts performance that reimagines a traditional Korean story – about a boy
courting an entire family to w in their daughter’s hand – w ith the help of thumping
music, peppy fighting and manic break-dancing. These fast-paced elements take the
place of dialogue, making the show fit for audiences of all languages and
backgrounds.

“It is really hard to act w ithout lines,” says Sung- Yul Noh, who stars as the son-in-
law. “Instead, I think the words in my mind while performing, so others can feel my
expressions through the gestures.”

Director Jun-Sang Lee agrees that the dances can say what words can’t – especially
the elaborate climactic steps.

“Our performers are pouring forth enormous energy during the [entire] hour and a
half. However, dare I say it, they work hardest of all during the tango scene,” he says
of a key dance where the suitor literally sweeps his lady off her feet. “It’s very
difficult for the performers since they need to demonstrate ability in gymnastics,
acrobatics, martial arts, drama and comic timing.”

But before the suitor can dance w ith the daughter, he must go toe-to-toe w ith her
overprotective grandfather. That frenzied scene – which critics have described as
“Jackie Chan meets Charlie Chaplin” – almost turns into a shotgun wedding. But
instead of squeezing a trigger, the grandfather forces the youngster to punch
through pine boards and get tangled in a fencing match.

The performers, despite their prowess, must work hard to achieve the nuanced
slapstick of such scenes.

“ Nothing is easy to control,” admits Noh. “There is a scene where the son-in-law
attacks a burglar w ith a toy hammer which makes a ‘pip’ noise. When I go over the
top, it gets laughs, but otherw ise, it can seem too serious.”

That balance needs to be nimbly struck at every turn, but it helped Noh understand
his character’s lopsided nature. “[I wanted] to show the double-sidedness before
and after his transformation. He is naïve and playful, but changes into a sexy and
strong man. To express these two aspects is not easy.”
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strong man. To express these two aspects is not easy.”

Go from naïve to sexy with Jump on Jan 17 & 18 at Poly  Theatre.

Click here to see the January issue of the Beijinger in full.

Photo courtesy of the organizers
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Brussels Sprouts: Sid Gulinck takes us to Belgium

Sid Gulinck brings Belgium to Beijing

Haze welcomes DJs Attar! and Mickey for “Take Me to Belgium” this month, the
first in a series aimed at putting visiting Belgian artists on Beijing’s electronic
music map. Why would anyone want to do that? We asked promoter Sid Gulinck
that very question.

Read more...

Open Season: Ten Years of the Nanshan Open

 

the Beijinger talked to Steve Zdarsky, China’s “Godfather of Snowboarding,”
about how Beijing’s own Nanshan Open grew to be one of Asia’s biggest events
on the Ticket to Ride (TTR) tour.

Read more...
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Have You Met: The Tea Rockers Quintet

Who’d have thought that noise hypnotist Yan Jun, folk maverick Xiao He, academic
guqin player Wu Na, underground multi-instrument nomad Li Daiguo and tea
master Lao Gu would form a band together? They’ve played two shows in Bern
and Basel, and their Beijing debut is scheduled for this month.

Read more...

Playlist: Jurat T.T

 

“Myth” by Beyond. 
I especially like the band’s first and second albums. The feel of this song is like a
fairy tale.

Read more...

Plan B: Simple Plan Makes Their Way Back

A great find
Review of Czech Pub by gregwebster
Jan 14 10:06am

Love this bar
Review of Beiluo Cafe and Bar by
mathis94
Jan 13 2:45pm

mamahuhu
Review of First Floor by mathis94
Jan 13 2:35pm

Overpriced, yet undersauced...
Review of Pyro Pizza by dan4
Jan 13 12:34pm

Love the bar, hate the clientele
Review of First Floor by bottle-o
Jan 13 11:29am

more

Intern Wanted for beijingkids
Chinese
Agenda is seeking a Managing
Editor
Wanted: Free Slave Labor for
thebeijinger
Eat, Drink and Get Paid
Wanted: Nightlife Contributor at
the Beijinger
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They had to cancel concerts in Beijing and Shanghai last August due to their
lead singer’s throat problem, but only five months later, they are fulfilling their
promise to return. In the years since  Simple Plan formed in 1999, many pop-
punk bands have boomed, ruled, fallen and quit. How has this quintet stayed
strong w ith the same lineup for 12 years? Let’s find out.

Read more...
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